Outstanding Educator Nomination Form

__________________________   __________________________
Name of Nominee                        Address

__________________________   __________________________
City                        Zip

__________________________   __________________________
Local Unit Name                        Unit President Signature

Please select one presentation option from those listed below:

_____ Our local unit would like to make the presentation of the nominee certificate by our local unit. 
    We will do so on this date: ________________________
    Please indicate whom to send certificate to: __________________________

__________________________
(Please allow 10 day for processing and mailing)

_____ Please make the presentation at the 2020 Montana PTA Convention.

Use separate sheet to provide supporting information in these categories:

1. Relationship with students.
    Describe how nominee interacts with students (i.e. builds on students strengths, recognizes and
    provides for individual differences among students, inspires students academically and personally, etc.) (15 points)

2. Relationship with parents.
    Describe how nominee supports communication between parents and students, and between
    parents and educators. (15 points)

3. Relationship with PTA/PTSA.
    Summarize nominee’s involvement with PTA/PTSA. How does nominee demonstrate commitment to
    PTA Objects and Purposes? (20 points)

4. Relationship with community.
    Describe how nominee links the classroom with the community. Are community members involved
    in the school and the nominee’s classroom? (15 points)

5. Professional Activities.
    Describe specific professional activities and accomplishments such as development of curriculum or
    assessment processes, sponsorship of student activities, mentoring of new teachers, etc. Note any
    relevant honors. (10 points)

    Letters can be included from the PTA unit president, administrators, fellow faculty members,
    parents, and/or students. (15 points)

Return original and four copies of Nomination Form and supporting information to:
   Montana PTA
   Attn: Outstanding Educator
   PO Box 1269
   Laurel, MT  59044

Must be postmarked by May 1, 2020

Reminder: Unit must be in good standing for submission of an Outstanding Educator. Please see the MT PTA Uniform
Bylaws for Local PTA Units for these requirements.